Managing Director,
Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India Ltd.
5th Floor, Supreme Court Metro Station
Building Complex,
New Delhi-110001.

Sub: Freight incentive scheme, automatic freight rebate scheme for traffic loaded in TEFD- applicability on DFCCIL network.


Reference above, requesting Board to make applicable all incentives/discounts available on goods terminals/sections/divisions over Indian Railways to DFCCIL and to make suitable changes in TMC Module of FOIS.

In this regard it is mentioned that freight incentive schemes like TEFD, STS, LTTC, FFS etc. have different guidelines based on benchmark, addition/deletion of commodity group, distance restriction, applicable terminals, clusters, and concession parameters. Similarly, applicability of Transportation Products like mini rake or block rake is applied on respective FIS selectively. Therefore, it is requested that FIS specific proposal may be given.

(KK Mishra)
Director, Traffic Commercial (Rates)
Railway Board
kk.mishra@gov.in